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Thank you for being an important part of the CNET community. As of 1 December 2020, the forums are read-only. CNET forums will no longer be available in early 2021. We are grateful for the cooperation and advice you have provided each other over the years. Thanks,CNET Support Issue I buy it for
my parents and prefer to hide it perfectly and with HD pic, maybe 1440p would be better. My parent lives in Kalifonia so he can work well in hot weather. 6 Posts - Collapse + Expand Details - Collapse - Answer Not Really Hidden Cameras. Every time people tell me they have a camera, I find it. I have
quite a few car cameras, but the last one I bought from Amazon kind of stands out the feature blue. For a price that really is coming. Wi-Fi is really great. Overcome softening with a memory card or camera. Read is 5 dollar off coupon, so it helps on the price to get under 39 dollars. - Collapse - Answer Is
not easy to find one that you can hide with features you should have.. Mine's behind the mirror so it won't block my eyes. You want to make sure that the dash camera is built into the GPS, so if something happens, not only will the police be able to see what happened, they will also know what speed your
parents were working in and in which direction they were. The hard part of the camera hides the wire next to the take-off mirror as you go down behind the power connector memory. - Collapse - R. Proffiitt's answer makes an excellent suggestion. He is on top of many items here on the CNET forum,
eluding good advice to anyone who needs him. The Yi brand has a good reputation for producing quality surveillance cameras and action cameras that compete with more expensive highly rated models. I'm just worried about what's going on in hot weather. Most memory cameras run on a battery, usually
a lithium battery, which is fine. However, batteries cannot withstand high heat, especially in direct sunlight! If your car is parked and the windows are rolled up, the temperature inside the car can be quite hot. Multiple exposures like this will not be good for the battery, regardless of the camera. A company
called VIOFO has produced one of the top$100 surveillance cameras called the A119, which operates on a solid heat-resistant capacitor instead of a battery. This has proved to be very durable and time-consuming. It is also sold under other brands such as AUKEY. Anyway, as Yi Compact Dash Cam,
VIOFO (and AUKEY) produce very clear images, stable video and effective night vision. If you look at some opinions on Youtube you will see that VIOFO is less conspicuous when mounted on the windscreen than almost any other camera, including Yi. Check out this here: I don't know about any truly
invisible surveillance camera, but you can also consider a mirror line These are built into the lift-off mirror. There's a screen on the mirror with a view that can be taken down, which is very discreet. Check out some reviews of these on Youtube and see which type of camera might work best for your
situation. - Collapse - Remember sd memory card Almost forgot - your memory camera will need an SD (ok I think it's an SDXC now) memory card to store camera footage. Once again, heat is a major factor taken into account along with the fact that filming/deleting/recording will be great. Watch this
video for recommendations on memory cards. The reason why I suggest these karcamcentral videos is simple - they are clear and up to the point. - Kolaps - For many reasons all cars in our family get karcam. That means I can try a lot of models and learn a lot firsthand. Also electonic and software
design work for the manufacturer of CCTV and security products. Anyway, the battery only needs to work for about a minute or two, so what they install is quite small. - Collapse - Hidden camera answers are usually not so large hidden cameras usually work with glue or sticky 3m patch, which will not
work well in the heat and for longer than a year.I got its on Amazon although it is light and feels a little cheap, Well we love i price was a concudure my wife was given our son's camera from xenonpro, it's nice and heavy i snimka is 1080p (minimum should be viewed for front camera) Back to Car Parts,
Gadgets, &amp; How-to's - Roadshow forum Some dashcams, like this one from Evasa, the price is only $30. The Article by Evasa In Roadshow Senior Editor Brian Cooley has shown us that dashcams are gaining popularity in countries, and not just for deep diving on YouTube for accidents or catching
would-be scammers in Russia anymore. Dashcams are incredibly useful gadgets and have been standard practice in police cars, buses, taxis, and driving instructors, but today regular drivers are starting to exploit them as well. So many people have helped, I wonder why they don't come standard when
you buy a new car, but it's a different conversation. The general purpose of the dashcam is to write down in detail what happens on the road when you drive. In this way, you have proof of what happened and who is to blame in case there is an accident or some other situation in which you have to prove

guilt. Some people use dashcams so they can rest their trips again and relive these picturesque views. Regardless of the intended use, there are some difficulties in choosing the right one. The problem is that there are so many different dashcams on the market today. So many different price points and
different specifications can be a headache to choose the right one. While the budget is certainly factor when buying anything, it is always important to do some research before buying. Since we have some questions for you. Now Playing: Watch this: Dashcams: Is it time to get it? Do you have a
dashcam? We want to know how you decided to do yours! Was it a specific feature, a specific trade mark or just a cost? What do you hope to catch on camera? Watch the poll below and let us know! If you need help deciding on dashcam yourself make sure to check out Roadshow's list of dashcams and
purchase tips here. CNET Cheapskate is investigating the web for big deals on computers, phones, gadgets, and more. Questions about the blog Cheapskate? Find the answers on our FAQ page. Find more great purchases on the CNET Deals page and follow Cheapskate on Facebook and Twitter! The
Vantrue N3 security camera includes parking lines to help you, er, back. Vantrue Does your car have a backup camera? This should -- using it can save not only the back, but also the lives. What about the dashcam? These can help with evidence in unfortunate situations, not to say anything about
capturing the next meteor attack. There are countless aftermarket options, but some of them can get quite priced. Thankfully I found one that is quite affordable: For a limited time, and while stocks last, you can get an Vantrue N3 Dual Dash Cam for $84.99 when you use the promo code CHEPSKT3 at
checkout. Reg. Price: $129.99.Za unlike many dashcams that are designed to sit on top of your dashboard or stick to your windshield, the N3 actually clips on your current mirror, effectively replacing it with something much more high-tech. The front camera can record a 1080p video via a 170-degree lens
- wide enough to capture almost anything that happens in front of the car. It also has all other desirable features, including night vision, looping recording and gravity sensors that will automatically start bumping detection. The rear camera -- which is wired, alas, and will require some installation -- has a
140-degree lens, VGA resolution and IP67-rated water-resistant housing. What connects all of this is a rear-view mirror that includes a 5-inch touchscreen that turns it on or off with a gesture. (How cool is that?) This screen shows what the front or rear camera sees, while providing a complete interface
for accessing various features and settings. One of my neighbors installed this very model; He's really cool, and he likes it. He also said that installing the rear camera was not sweat. When I saw the N3 firsthand, my complaint was with a power cord that necessarily runs from the mirror to your cigarette
lighter. You may be able to work around this, but it's going to take some work again. Your thoughts? Bonus offer: Hey, did you know that besides Poceniskate, I'm a business bargain hunter? This is at ZDNet. I have some friendly arrangements every week. (There is currently no newsletter for this, but you
can subscribe to the author's warning if you want to be notified of new posts.) There's a deal currently under way that might interest you in business types as well. In a nutshell: Add a second line to your phone for $30. That buys you a full year of unlimited service from hushed. Regular price: $60. This is
exclusive to BBH, friends. Look at that! Great packaging! Target Bonus Deal No. 2: In my mind we live in a post-physical media world, but I know a lot of people who still like to have LPS, Blu-rays and the like. It's for them, and since I'd put the first season of Netflix's Stranger Things into my top 20 TV
shows, I'll bring you this: Today only, and while stocks last, Target has a Stranger Things Season 1 Blu-ray/DVD combo for $14.99. Reg. Price: $24.99. The coolest thing about this is besides price: a genial packaging that looks like a fairly worn VHS box. Bonus deal No. 3: Earlier this year I shared a
pretty sweet router deal: Asus TM-AC1900 for $60. It was a model of open boxes, not that there's anything wrong with it, but some people certainly prefer a new one. Ta-daa: For a limited time, and while stocks last, Tanga has a new Router Asus TM-AC1900 for $59.99. You can find all the important
details in my original agreement, so I'm not going to repeat it. I'll say that this is a pretty powerful router for a price, and worth a look where your current model is over 3-4 years. Bonus deal No. 4: If you have kids in the 7-10 age range, here's your chance to reach a mountain of super ebooks for cheap:
For a limited time, Amazon has Boxcar Kids Secrets: Books 1-12 for just 99 cents. (It is also available via iTunes for the same price.) This collection usually runs $40.Both my children loved this series, and I like to expose them to great stories told in a simpler time. That's the best dollar you're going to
spend a month! Bonus deal No. 5: Game time! For a limited time, Humble Store offers Bureau: Xcom Declassified (Win/Mac/Linux) for free! Reg. price: $19.99.Reviews are mixed across on Steam, where you will redeem your license, but so what? If you're a fan of all things Xcom and/or you like SCI-fi,
tactical team games and/or third-party shooters, it's definitely worth a look. Because for free! Free!
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